LVSW-100 Series Low Voltage Switches are lighting control devices that use conventional point-to-point low voltage wiring for control of single or multiple loads. Each button provides a momentary contact that is intended for use with compatible low voltage relay panels or similar lighting control panels or devices. Each button has an LED indicator that can serve as a status indicator or as a locator light.

- Low voltage pushbutton switches for on/off control of one or more loads
- Compatible with LP8 and LI Series lighting control panels
- LED pilot light on each button
- Customizable, field replaceable buttons
- Single gang devices, compatible with standard decorator style face plates
- Appearance matches DLM LMSW-100 Series digital wall switches

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

**MODELS**

**GENERAL INFO**
Typical Applications: Indoor Use
Type: Accessories

**TECHNICAL INFORMATION**
Volts: 24VDC